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Smato is a one stop place for all your smart home and office 

needs. From high-end exclusive Belgian smart switches 

to affordable wireless solutions for your existing house, 

we have it all. Its time to save on your energy bills while 

experiencing smarter living. We not only excel in offering 

exclusive products at affordable prices but also pride 

ourselves in providing stellar servicing. Besides uniting 

design with technology, our customer centric focus truly 

makes us unique.

About us:



Brands we work with:



Architettura Sonora

At Architettura Sonora we shape technology 

to merge sound and design in their most 

beautiful synergy. Born in 2009 as a division 

of one of the top professional loudspeakers 

manufactorers, B&C Speakers, Architettura

Sonora drew together a creative team of 

acousticians, engineers, architects and 

landscape designers sharing the same 

enthusiastic vision to rethink the way acoustic 

speakers had been conceived and created 

until then.

Architects of Sound



AS offers endless design possibilities through 

a wide selection of materials and finishes, 

providing a truly bespoke solution for 

the most diverse audio requirements and 

environments. Materiality in AS Speakers 

extends far beyond physical matter, broadly 

encompassing the emotional field to a

tactile experience of sound and space, 

features rarely associated with speaker 

design. From nightclubs, to hotels, to 

premium residences around the world, AS 

speakers are chosen for their reliability, 

consistency and most of all for their 

outstanding sound quality.

Handmade in Italy



TruAudio

TruAudio definitely breaks the mold when it comes to speaker manufacturing. 

Constantly on the cutting edge of speaker technology and innovation, we strive to 

raise the bar when it comes to speaker design. TruAudio speakers are constructed with 

materials proven to perform. This includes the right mixture of woven carbon fiber, 

titanium, aluminum and polypropylene. Every crossover is built to match each driver 

and then tested to make sure it delivers to pure perfection

The Sound of Innovation





The world’s market leader in the design and manufacture of invisible 

loudspeakers, Amina is a UK based company who has been filling 

spaces with acoustic ambiance for the last 20 years. Regularly used in 

residential and commercial spaces ranging from beautiful family homes, 

modern and historic properties to exclusive hotels, they produce a non 

directional, open sound that fills beautiful spaces.

Amina Sound

Invisible Speaker Company



With cavity walls and ceilings being 

a staple of the construction industry 

globally, Edge Series loudspeakers 

provide a high performance solution in 

a lightweight and easy to install package 

where cavity walls and ceilings have been 

used.

Audio for

Smart Spaces



Basalte

Design for the 

Intelligent Home

Handmade in Belgium, Basalte believes 

in keeping things simple, intuitive and 

elegant, both in its form and function. All 

their products are meticulously designed 

and handcrafted in-house and have won 

more that 35 international design awards.



DESEO 

Deseo is a design thermostat and 

room controller to intuitively control 

your home climate, lighting and even 

music at the lightest touch. In standby, 

Deseo shows the current temperature 

and time. Touch the upper and 

lower surface to raise or lower your 

temperature set point. Touch left and 

right to change fan speed and mode. 

With multitouch, you can quickly turn 

the lights on and off, using a welcome 

and goodbye scene.

ELLIE

Ellie is an elegant touch-sensitive panel 

for Basalte Home. It is your go-to point 

to control lights, climate, music and 

more around the house. Access your 

entire home, see everything at a glance 

and keep detailed functions only a 

tap away. Thanks to its slim design 

and premium finish, Ellie blends in 

beautifully with any interior.



CHOPIN

Virtuoso and Classy, 

controlling Chopin feels a bit like 

playing the piano. Push the levers up 

or down to dim the lights, draw the 

curtains and let your favourite music 

enter the room.

SENTIDO

Sentido is a multifunctional design 

switch to intuitively control lighting 

and more at a touch. Touching more 

than one surface at the same time 

turns on and off all the lights in a 

room using a general scene making it 

intuitive and user friendly.

FIBONACCI

With its exceptional design, 

interchangeable text labels and 

proximity sensor, Fibonacci steps up 

the game of home automation. The 

touch-sensitive surface creates an 

effortless way of control and an unseen 

user experience.



AALTO

Aalto is a unique collection of 

high-performance speakers for 

exclusive homes. It combines 

innovative, architectural build with 

premium finishings and studio-

quality sound. These are powerful 

active speakers, seamlessly 

matched to the integrated 200W 

amplifier. Precision-machined out 

of high-quality metals for acoustic 

perfection, Aalto also comes with 

integrated bluetooth to keep you 

and your loved ones connected

MIRO

Nothing more versatile than our Miro 

remote to control all your devices 

at home. It comes in a slim and 

ergonomic design in timeless brushed 

black. The laser engraved buttons and 

a touch sensitive screen bring you 

right where you need to be. It supports 

wireless charging and connects to 

Basalte’s core server allowing this one 

remote to simply control all functions 

in your home.



Introducing the next generation of premium whole-house automation 

and control.

Made in USA, Total Control 2.0 brings your house to life with leading-

edge technology and unsurpassed performance for a truly personalised 

smart home experience.

Imagine controlling the entertainment and smart home devices 

throughout your home with URC touchscreens, handheld remote 

controls, keypads and mobile apps – even voice control..

The Ultimate Smart Home

Universal Remote Control



Total Control combines your entertainment and smart home 
technology into an intuitive, easy-to-use system.

Home Entertainment
Control your home theater, family room or outdoor enter-
taining space.

Whole-House Audio
Stream premium-quality audio indoors and out with no 
echo or delay.

Smart Lighting
Install a smart lighting solution for convenience, safety and 
security.

Comfort
Automate and control your home’s temperature all year 
round.

Shades
Enjoy the luxury and convenience of automated window 
shades.

Security
View live video from door stations and cameras on URC 
touchscreens and remotes.

Imagine the possibilities



I-Luxus

Based in Germany, i-Luxus is known for aesthetic 

solutions using sustainable development and production 

processes. Customisation is their speciality and all their 

products are tailor made according to the customer 

requirements. You can create your own room controller 

using different symbols, finishing or size.

At first sight, it is perceived as a KNX based thermostat controller. However, it is not 

only a thermostat, but also a KNX based room controller. The EPHESUS KNX Room 

Controller features a simple and simple interface design with temperature, humidity 

and ambient light sensors. This ensures a high level of comfort and energy efficiency 

in your environment. With a single touch you can comfortably control air conditioning, 

lighting, curtains / blinds, activate / deactivate sound systems or scenario 

management.

Intelligent Luxury Building Solutions

Intelligent Luxury Building Solutions





Evervue

Evervue USA Inc. is redefining the realm of Bathroom TVs, Mirror 

TVs, Kitchen TVs, Outdoor TVs, Smart Mirrors, and Lighted Mirrors 

since 2001. With MirrorVue, you surely look forward to waking up 

always happy and content. Each Mirrovue is made to size and comes 

complete with mirror, TV and mounting. A TV That’s Only There When 

You Want It. That’s right. With our wide array of mirror glass shades 

to match every space, you have the power to design your living space 

with unparalleled elegance and class.

The most stylish and thinnest smart Mirror TV



Workout with Friends, or with Your Own 

Personal Coach. Reach your fitness goals 

easily, with a full interactive display providing 

the latest fitness classes and personalized 

virtual coaching sessions. QAIO Flex provides 

a total home gym, all within a sleek decorative 

mirror

CabiTV brings the comforts of your living 

room to the kitchen. A kitchen TV with perfect 

4K picture quality that comes with standard 

and customizable options to guarantee a 

perfect fit.

Decovue is a new way to get solid impressions 

through picture-perfect visuals and turns into 

a mirror when the TV is turned off. It gives 

you the air of class and finesse with your TV 

viewing experience.

Qaio fitness mirror

CabiTV

Decovue
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